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and those of Horiuji. Japanese artists have made some of
the best copies of them, almost entirely destroyed, alas,
in the great earthquake; but those which survive seem
to have caught the very spirit of Ajanta.
Scholars have now the materials for working out the
long journey of this art eastwards to the grottoes of Tun
Huang and Miran in Chinese Turkistan, and on to Horiuji,
and southwards to Sigiri Rock in Ceylon. I have often
climbed to that wonderful gallery, and gazed in amaze-
ment at its procession of princesses and handmaidens
still glowing with splendid colour, and alive with the spirit
of the Indian renaissance.
That this art is Indian, and that the Indian ex-
ponents of Buddhism were its 'carriers' is clear; but it
is also clear that it developed in each new environment.
Horiuji shows some of these developments; it is a museum
of Asiatic culture where the influence of T'ang China and
Turkistan can be seen moulding the spirit of Guptan
India*
That this is a living spirit Indian artists of to-day have
shown. Not only have they repeatedly copied its master-
pieces, they have also learned from them much of their
technique, have drunk deep of their joy in the beauty of
Indian womanhood and of the great beasts of the jungle.
For Buddhism was an awakening of the Indian spirit and
while it was in part world-denying, it was also so filled with
joy that it could not but rejoice in the beauty of the world.
Even the fair forms of women, a 'snare of Mara* for the
monk, were to the artist a part of the splendour of his
native land. These lovely forms but thinly veiled are per-
haps the first impression which the visitor receives. And
the next is that of great herds of elephants and groups of
inimitable monkeys which suggest that these monks knew
alike the life of the city and of tie country-side. More and
more as these great works of art are made accessible and
as the tide of Indian nationalism mounts, will the lover of
Mother India turn to this lovely valley; and the visit will
become an imperishable memory.
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